Middle School EOE Conference Workshops

Organizing and Mobilizing Members: Building Chapter Power (Power of EOE)
Gather ideas and strategies for determining the issues and concerns of your members. Consider different ways of collecting data to share with administration. Members will learn how to turn an issue into a campaign and explore various mobilizing actions to effectively bring about change. Please note: Everyone will attend this workshop.

Understanding Your School’s Budget, from Galaxy and Beyond: Explore different budget views (CL vs. Public) and gain insight into the limitations of various funding sources. Determine the amounts and flexibility of funds and how to consult with administration to move money to best meet the needs and priorities of your school community. Special focus on using consultation for raising issues/concerns.

Consultation Committees
This workshop will consider strategies for creating and maintaining a functioning Consultation Committee. Acquire consultation templates and contractual language to support some of the most common contractual violations. Explore strategies for addressing and resolving various issues and concerns. Learn about various routes of escalation in the event the meeting does not produce a viable solution.

Operational Issues for Functional and non-Functional Chapter Members
Learn how to utilize the Operational process to resolve issues at the school level and escalate when necessary. There will be a focus on how members of functional chapters can use this process.

Sunshine Committees/Member Appreciations
Learn how to create and maintain a Sunshine Committee at their school. How Sunshine Committees can be used as an organizing tool for other work within chapters.